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Abstract: Wealth plays an important role in social stratification but the results that can be obtained when analyzing wealth as a predictor variable depend on modeling decisions. Although wealth consists of multiple components it is often operationalized as net worth. Moreover, wealth effects are likely non-linear, but the functional form is often unknown. To overcome these problems, we propose to 1) split up net worth into gross wealth and debt and evaluate their joint effect and 2) use non-parametric Generalized Additive Models. We show in a simulation study that this approach describes systematic wealth differences in more detail and overfits less to random variation in the data than standard approaches. We then apply the approach to re-analyze wealth gaps in educational attainment in the US. We find that the operationalization of wealth as net worth results in a misclassification of which children have the best and the worst educational prospects. Not negative net worth is associated with the worst educational prospects but only the combination of low gross wealth and low debt. The most advantaged group are not only children with high net worth but all children with high gross wealth independent of the households’ amount of debt.
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Recent research has established wealth as a unique dimension of socio-economic status, working differently from education, occupation, and income (Hällsten and Thaning 2021; Keister and Moller 2000; Killewald, Pfeffer, and Schachner 2017; Skopek 2015; Spilerman 2000). Wealth plays a major role in reproducing intergenerational inequality in various dimensions, including education, income, occupational status, health, or general well-being. Consequently, ignoring wealth effects could lead to underestimating the level of intergenerational inequality.

However, the analysis of wealth as a predictor variable in social stratification research comes with several conceptual and methodological challenges with important consequences for results (Killewald et al. 2017; Spilerman 2000). Like in most quantitative studies, there are multiple elements in the modelling process for which there is little theoretical guidance and results may depend on knife-edge decisions made by researchers. This applies to the case when the focus of the study is a clearly defined group contrast (Young and Holsteen 2017) but even more so if there are potential non-linear effects (Montez, Hummer, and Hayward 2012) or if the predictor variable consists of multiple dimensions or components like wealth. In this case, it is not even clear which groups are most advantaged or disadvantaged. However, researchers can only find what their research design allows them to see.

In our article, we discuss two main methodological challenges when studying wealth effects: First, wealth is a multidimensional measure but in most empirical
analyses it is operationalized one-dimensional as net worth. Second, wealth effects are likely non-linear, but the functional form is often unknown and may depend on the outcome variable of interest (in the following $Y$). To overcome these problems, we propose to 1) split up net worth into gross wealth and debt and evaluate their joint effect and 2) use non-parametric Generalized Additive Models (Wood 2017) instead of parametric specifications. We then conduct a simulation study to compare 16 combinations of wealth measures and functional forms of wealth effects in terms of their predictive accuracy using 5-fold cross-validation. Finally, we re-analyze parts of Pfeffer’s (2018) work on ‘Growing Wealth Gaps in Education’ with alternative wealth measures and functional forms of wealth effects and compare the results obtained with the different models.

Two Challenges When Studying Wealth Effects

Wealth as a Multidimensional Measure

Wealth is a multidimensional measure consisting of the combination of different forms of all property, assets, and debt that an entity owns. Yet, empirical researchers usually operationalize wealth as a one-dimensional measure, most often net worth (Killewald et al. 2017). We argue that using only net worth as a measure of wealth is too narrow and will hinder researchers from discovering which wealth components drive wealth effects.

Wealth consists of real assets and financial assets which can be further decomposed as desired. The most striking differentiation in terms of components – that also differentiates wealth from other economic resources like income – is the one between assets and debt, or in other words, between positive and negative wealth. Net worth is the sum of all assets minus the sum of all debt of an entity. The use of net worth is so widespread that newcomers to the field of wealth research may mistakenly assume that wealth is defined as net worth and not that net worth is only one possible measure of wealth. When using net worth, assets and debt are treated as being the same dimension only with opposite signs. However, debt has a very different meaning for individuals and households than being just the opposite of assets (Dew 2007). Instead, when families accumulate wealth by other means than inheritance, gifts, or lottery wins, they usually accumulate both assets and debt simultaneously. For instance, when families buy a house, they will usually have to take a mortgage of a similar value. Thus, the families’ net worth will hardly be affected in the short run, although their wealth portfolio has changed dramatically. In other words, the families’ wealth has changed dramatically but orthogonal to the families’ net worth. As a consequence of these accumulation processes, there is a strong positive correlation between assets and debt (Brown and Taylor 2008).

Debt can indicate economic hardship as well as economic potential (Spilerman 2000). Different amounts of debt can indicate household differences in access to credit, accumulation strategies, tendencies for risk-taking, and possession of knowledge of investment strategies (Dwyer 2018; Fourcade and Healy 2013; Hansen and Toft 2021). Unsecured debt (debt without collaterals) is usually negatively correlated with desirable outcomes like college completion, whereas secured debt
(debt with assets as collaterals) is often positively correlated with desirable outcomes (Zhan and Sherraden 2011). Thus, debt only gets its meaning in relation to assets—although not necessarily in the linear relation as assumed by net worth.

In summary, the problem with net worth is that it assigns families with very different wealth portfolios to the same value. That these different portfolios have the same consequences for children’s opportunities seems highly unlikely. Let’s assume we have two households: household A has zero assets and zero debt and household B has $500k gross wealth—consisting of a well-located apartment—and $500k debt—which is a bank credit to finance the apartment. Thus, both households have a net worth of zero. Nonetheless, based on their different wealth portfolios, we can expect much better outcomes for B than for A. Children may profit much more from their parents’ assets than they suffer from their debt. Unlike children in household A, children in household B can benefit from growing up in the stable environment of a self-owned apartment; from living in a peaceful neighborhood which may provide a stimulating environment in terms of cultural and social capital; and are likely to attend similar well-financed schools (e.g., Conley 2001a; Karagiannaki 2017; Pfeffer 2018). Moreover, the gross wealth and debt differences between households A and B may indicate differences in terms of their general economic situation, including creditworthiness.

A second approach in the literature is to use other one-dimensional measures of wealth like gross wealth (e.g., Conley 2001b; Schneider 2011; Wiborg 2017) or asset-to-debt ratios (e.g., Conger et al. 1992). These approaches make different but equally strong assumptions. By measuring wealth as gross wealth, we implicitly assume that all families with the same gross wealth values have, on average, the same outcome, independent of their wealth portfolio and particularly their amount of debt. Although gross wealth is sometimes a better predictor of the intergenerational transmission of advantages than net worth (Wagner, Boertien, and Görtz 2020), this does not imply that debt can be ignored.

A third approach in the literature is to include both assets and debt (Dew 2007; Hochman and Skopek 2013; Müller, Pforr, and Hochman 2020) or even more wealth components additively in the analysis (e.g., Boen, Keister, and Aronson 2020). This approach is more flexible, but there remain two problems. First, we do not only have to model the effect of multiple components jointly, but we also need to interpret them together to learn which wealth portfolios result in the most or least advantageous outcomes. Second, we ignore that the effect of one wealth dimension may depend on the value of another wealth component. In technical terms, we are missing the interaction between wealth components.

Currently, researchers deal with the problem of the multiple dimensions and components of wealth by checking the robustness of their results to a few other measures of wealth. However, gross wealth and net worth differences have very different implications, and there is no reliable decision rule on which wealth measure gives the more relevant results.
Functional Form

Wealth effects are usually considered to be non-linear: Households with little wealth benefit more from an additional unit of wealth than wealthy households (Gibson-Davis and Hill 2021; Killewald et al. 2017). Non-linear wealth effects are implemented in two ways:

First, researchers model non-linear wealth effects by transforming wealth, most commonly, by taking the natural logarithm of net worth. Doing this, researchers assume that every log unit increase (about a 2.7-fold increase) in wealth leads to the same change in the outcome (Miller et al. 2021:159). Yet, the natural logarithm is not defined for zero or negative values that are common in the distribution of net worth. In recent years, researchers often used the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation (Friedline, Masa, and Chowa 2015; Pence 2006) for net worth, which behaves similar to the natural logarithm but allows for retaining zero- and negative-valued observations:

\[
IHS(x) = \frac{\log \left( \theta x + \sqrt{\theta^2 x^2 + 1} \right)}{\theta}
\]

where \( \theta \) is an arbitrary scale parameter with recommended values of 0.0001, 0.00003, and 0.00001 (Pence 2006). When \( \theta \) is close to 1 the Inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) transformation resembles the natural logarithm. Alternatively, some researchers use wealth ranks (e.g., Grätz and Wiborg 2020; Hällsten and Pfeffer 2017; Hällsten and Thaning 2018, 2021).

Second, in addition, or alternative to transforming wealth, researchers explicitly specify non-linear associations. They do this by (1) categorizing wealth (7 out of the 25 articles that consider wealth as a predictor reviewed in Killewald et al. 2017), (2) including polynomials of wealth in the specification (2 out of 25 articles in Killewald et al. 2017), or (3) using splines (4 out of 25 articles in Killewald et al. 2017).

Within these approaches, the researchers decide in advance how to specify the functional form of their wealth effect. Because it is not clear which specification provides the best fit between wealth and \( Y \) and how complex the specification should be (e.g., how many wealth categories; which order of polynomials; how many and where to place the knots for splines), the currently recommended practice is to experiment with different specifications (Killewald et al. 2017). However, finding the best fitting function involves finding a compromise between describing the functional form in detail and not fitting the functional form to random noise in the data (i.e., the ‘bias-variance trade-off’; e.g., Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman 2009). For instance, let’s assume that the true functional form is that \( Y \) first increases linearly with wealth but decreases for very high values of wealth (potentially through moral hazard for children’s outcomes). If we try to fit this unknown function with a linear effect only, we will not find the decrease in \( Y \) for very high wealth. Conversely, suppose we fit a complex functional form (e.g., higher-order polynomials). In that case, we may find a more complex association than the true functional form because of random variation in the sample. Based on a too complex association, we may mistakenly infer that households in a certain wealth range fare
better than they actually do in the population. This bias-variance trade-off has been rarely considered in research on wealth effects yet.

**An Alternative Approach**

Instead of this tedious and error-prone procedure of experimenting with different measures and specifications, we propose to consider how the joint distribution of any two (or more) relevant dimensions of wealth – in our example, gross wealth (assets) and gross debt – is associated with Y – in our case educational attainment. In other words, we suggest exploring which groups on the ‘surface’ defined by their gross wealth and gross debt are advantaged and which groups are disadvantaged with respect to Y without making the strong homogeneity assumptions discussed above. We focus on assets and debt because they are jointly accumulated and available in most surveys measuring wealth. Moreover, using assets and debt clearly shows how net worth restricts the potential results we can obtain. The same approach can be used to analyze other wealth components, and it can be generalized to more than two wealth components. In the latter case, the results will be less straightforward to interpret though.

Moreover, we propose to employ Generalized Additive Models (GAM; Hastie and Tibshirani 1999; Wood 2017) to overcome model specification issues and overfitting. GAMs are generalized linear models in which Y depends on the additive combination of unknown smoothing functions (and potentially parametric functions) of the predictor variables. Interactions between predictor variables are only considered if explicitly specified. GAMs combine linear mixed models, generalized linear models (McCulloch, Searle, and Neuhaus 2008), and smoothers (Cleveland 1979). In general, GAMs can be described as (Wood 2017:249):

\[
g(\mu) = Z\beta + \sum f_j(x_j)
\]

with \( \mu = E(Y) \)

and \( Y \sim \text{Exponential family} (\mu, \text{shape parameters}) \),

where \( Z \) is a vector of variables that are considered parametrically, \( \beta \) is the corresponding vector of parameters, and \( f \) is the smoother function of the \( j \) variables that are considered non-parametrically \( (x) \). On the left-hand side, we have a link function \( g(\cdot) \) that connects the dependent variable with the right-hand side. The dependent variable itself follows a distribution from the exponential family. For our analyses, we use the mgcv-package in R (Wood 2017). Smooth functions can be estimated with different spline functions. We use thin plate regression splines, because here we do not have to choose explicit sets of knots (Duchon 1977). The wiggliness of the smooths is penalized for avoiding overfitting. The wiggliness penalties are estimated with a random effect maximum likelihood algorithm.

We propose considering the combination of gross wealth and debt to explore wealth stratification. Thus, we want to evaluate:

\[
g(\mu) = Z\beta + f(\text{Gross Wealth, Debt})
\]
Here $f(Gross\ Wealth,\ Debt)$ is the sum of a thin plate regression spline smoother of gross wealth, a thin plate regression spline smoother of gross debt, and a thin plate tensor product smoother of gross wealth and debt (Wood 2006). The tensor product smoother over gross wealth and gross debt is used to allow for more flexible non-linear interaction terms.

In our application, we consider whether children have reached a certain level of education or not, for example whether they have obtained a bachelor’s (BA) degree or not:

$$Pr(\text{BA Degree}) = \frac{\exp(Z\beta + f(Gross\ Wealth,\ Debt))}{1 + \exp(Z\beta + f(Gross\ Wealth,\ Debt))}$$

GAMs have important advantages over alternative methods. In contrast to unregularized regression approaches, the complexity of the association between wealth and the outcome of interest is less restricted by the researchers’ decisions (e.g., the number of wealth categories). At the same time, unregularized regression approaches do not consider overfitting issues. In contrast to classical Machine Learning approaches like regression trees, GAMs can consider control variables. Regularized regression approaches (i.e., Ridge and Lasso regressions) can fit flexible associations, can include control variables, and can avoid overfitting. However, regularized regression approaches are not helpful with splines specifications because regularizing splines does not change the number and location of knots. Therefore, although regularized regressions with polynomial approximation can successfully regularize the wiggliness part, they are imprecise at the extreme distribution ends.

The flexibility of GAMs comes at the cost of larger standard errors. Moreover, GAMs do not summarize differences by wealth in one or a few regression coefficients. Instead, we can obtain a predicted value for each combination of gross wealth and gross debt and contrast the predicted values of these different combinations.

**Data and Variables**

First, we will conduct a simulation study (section 5) to compare the performance of different wealth measures and wealth effects specifications in terms of their cross-validation predictions accuracy. Second, we re-analyze wealth stratification in educational attainment in the US with different wealth measures and wealth effect specifications (section 6). Both the simulation study and the application to wealth gaps in education are based on the data of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (2021; PSID) which was also used by Pfeffer (2018). We base the simulation study on real wealth data to have a more realistic distribution of the wealth components. We use the publicly available data and code provided in Pfeffer (2018) and augment it with the data on wealth components. In the following, we will shortly summarize the data and variables used for Pfeffer’s and our analyses. We will focus on our proposed alternative wealth measures.

**Data and Wealth Measures in Pfeffer (2018)**

Pfeffer analyzed wealth gaps in the educational attainment of 20- and 25-year-old individuals using the data of the PSID 2017. He included all children of PSID
households who were 10-14 years old when parental wealth was measured (1984, 1989, 1994, and 1999) and for whom information about their educational attainment is available at age 20 (N=5,025) or age 25 (N=4,344). Pfeffer analyzes four outcomes: high school graduation, college attendance, college graduation, and college graduation conditional on attendance.

The predictor of interest in his analysis is household net worth, which is derived from the different wealth components measured in the PSID. The PSID assessed nine wealth components in 1984, 1989, and 1994: 1) the value of the main house 2) the net value of farm and business assets, 3) the value of checking and savings accounts, 4) the net value of real estate other than the main home, 5) the value of shares of stock, 6) the net value of vehicles, 7) the value of investments in trusts or estates, bonds, life insurances, 8) the remaining mortgage on the main house, 9) the value of debts other than mortgages (such as credit card and student loans). Additionally, in 1999, private annuities and individual retirement accounts (IRAs) were assessed separately rather than jointly with checking and savings accounts. Net worth is the sum of wealth components 1-7 (plus IRAs in 1999) minus the sum of mortgages and other debt (wealth components 8 and 9). Pfeffer inflated all net worth values to $2015 and categorized households into quintiles for most of his analyses. The net worth of the lowest quintile ranges between $–1278k and $5k and of the top quintile between $273.4k and $26m. To distinguish wealth effects from the effects of other parental socioeconomic status (SES) dimensions, Pfeffer additionally considers permanent household income, parents’ highest education, and the socioeconomic index score. He further controls the household size, the number of children in the household, the household head’s marital state, the mother’s age, and the individuals’ sex.

Pfeffer reports an almost linear increase in the probability of high school graduation (from 72.8% in the lowest quintile to 91.1% in the highest quintile), the probability of college attendance (21.3% to 53.3%), and the probability of obtaining a BA degree (9.1% to 53.7%) over net worth quintiles. Adjusted for covariates, there remains a gap of 6.4 percentage points between the lowest and the highest net worth quintile for high school graduation, 7.2 percentage points for college attendance, and 10.5 percentage points for obtaining a BA degree.

**Our Modifications**

Instead of combining these nine components to net worth, we differentiate between gross wealth and gross debt. We define **gross wealth** as the sum of the wealth components 1-7 (plus the value of IRAs for children born after 1985). We define **gross debt** as the sum of mortgages and other debt (wealth components 8 and 9). We transform gross wealth and gross debt using the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation with a scale parameter of $\theta = 0.0001$ to start from a smoother association between wealth and Y.

We had to drop three cases from our sample that were included in the net worth measure of Pfeffer (2018), because of missing values in the wealth components. This leaves us with an analysis sample of N=4,341.
Joint Distribution of Gross Wealth and Debt

Figure 1 shows the resulting joint distribution of gross wealth (x-axis) and gross debt (y-axis), which we will use both for the simulation study and the replication of Pfeffer (2018). The distribution of gross wealth and debt are both highly skewed. Gross wealth ranges from $0 to about $26m, with the 90th percentile possessing around $640k. The average gross wealth is $298k and the median gross wealth is $144k. The distribution of gross debt looks rather similar. Mean gross debt is about $77k and median gross debt equals $36k. About 19% of households have zero debt, whereas the most indebted 10% of the households have more than $188k gross debt, and one outlier even reports $16m debt.

Gross wealth and debt are highly correlated. Their Pearson correlation is 0.40, and their Spearman correlation is 0.73. Most households are clustered around the main diagonal (close to zero net worth) or to the right of it (larger gross wealth than gross debt).
Simulation

To test whether our new approach performs better in capturing systematic wealth variation in the data as compared to common approaches, we apply a simulation study. In contrast to analyzing observed outcomes, using a simulation study allows us to define the wealth effects. If one of the models we include in our simulation predicts values in a certain wealth range that differ from the predefined values in this range, this can unambiguously be defined as a biased prediction.

Design of the Simulation

We follow the reporting scheme for simulation studies proposed by Morris, White, and Crowther (2019).

Aims: The aims of the simulation study are 1) to evaluate how well the different combinations of methods, wealth measures, and specifications (see Table 2; in the following referred to as ‘combinations’) capture the association between wealth and Y in the analysis sample, and 2) to evaluate how well the different combinations can predict Y in cross-validation.

Cross-validation is a method to approximate the prediction accuracy of a statistical model for new data from the same population. This can be achieved by estimating the model with a random subset of the data (i.e., the ‘training data’), predicting the values for the subset of the data that has not been used for estimating the model (i.e., the ‘test data’) and then calculating the prediction error in the test data (Hastie et al. 2009). We use 5-fold cross-validation. Thus, the data is split into five parts. Four of these five parts serve as training data and are used to estimate the model. Their predictions are tested in the remaining fifth part. This is repeated five times until each part has served as test data once. The cross-validation prediction error is then calculated as the average prediction error.

Data generating mechanisms: We generate four different simulated outcomes ($Y_1$ to $Y_4$) for the simulation study. These four simulated outcomes are a function of the observed values of net worth, gross wealth, and debt in the PSID.

\[
Y_1 = \text{Net Worth (IHS transformed; } \theta = 0.0001) \\
Y_2 = \text{Gross Worth (IHS transformed; } \theta = 0.0001) \\
Y_3 = 2 \times \text{Gross Wealth (Rank)} - \text{Gross Debt (Rank)} \\
Y_4 = \begin{cases} 
-2 + \text{Gross Debt (Rank)} & \text{if Gross Wealth} < $50,000 \\
0 & \text{if } $50,000 \leq \text{Gross Wealth} < $100,000 \\
2 - \text{Gross Debt (Rank)} & \text{if Gross Wealth} \geq $100,000 
\end{cases}
\]

Next, $Y_1$ to $Y_4$ are standardized to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. The resulting true values are displayed in the supplementary materials A. Last, we add $\sqrt{9}$-times normally distributed random noise to the true value and standardize again. Thus, the true value accounts for 10% of the variance in the noisy variable.

We generate data $n_{sim} = 500$ times for all $n_{obs} = 4,341$. $Y_1$ depends only on the net worth of the household and $Y_2$ depends only on the gross wealth of the household. These data generating mechanisms are very
parsimonious and should be easily detectable if the correct measure of wealth is used. $Y_3$ is a function of the linear combination of gross wealth and gross debt, with gross wealth being twice as important as debt. In the following, we will refer to this data generating mechanism as ‘Additive (Ranks)’. This data generating mechanism is slightly more complex and can already not be fully captured by only using one measure of wealth. We use the ranks of gross wealth and debt to get a functional form that can only be captured by a non-linear association of the original values of gross wealth and debt. The fourth data generating mechanism is almost unrealistically complex because it combines threshold effects and interactions. Therefore, we will refer to the fourth data generating mechanism as ‘Complex Interaction’ in the following. For households with little gross wealth, higher debt is associated with larger values in $Y_4$. For households with moderate levels of gross wealth, debt is unrelated to $Y_4$. For households with high gross wealth, higher debt is associated with smaller values in $Y_4$. Unrealistic data generating mechanisms are helpful in assessing the breaking points of methods (Morris et al. 2019:2078).

**Estimand:** The estimand of interest for both our research aims is the Mean Squared Error (MSE). It measures how close the predicted values of the different combinations are to the true values of $Y$. Because $Y_1$ to $Y_4$ are standardized to a standard deviation (SD) of 1.00, a MSE of 1.00 indicates that the model does not make better predictions of $Y$ than if we just had ignored wealth and predicted the mean value of $Y$ for everyone. An MSE of 0.90 indicates that the model captures all the systematic wealth variation in the data and predicts the true value of $Y$ perfectly because 90% of the variation in $Y$ is just noise and 10% systematic variation by wealth. We focus on the MSE as performance standard, rather than bias in the parameter estimates, because there is no single parameter that can capture complex wealth effects.

**Methods:** For each simulated dataset, we consider 16 different methods which results from the combination of four wealth measures and four different wealth specification (see Table 1). The four considered wealth measures are:

1. net worth (methods 1-4),
2. gross wealth (methods 5-8),
3. both gross wealth and debt (methods 9-12),
4. the joint distribution of gross wealth and debt (methods 13-16).

The four wealth specifications are:

1. linear specification (methods 1, 5, 9, 13),
2. wealth in quintiles (methods 2, 6, 10, 14),
3. cubic specification (methods 3, 7, 11, 15),
4. non-parametric using GAM (methods 4, 8, 12, 16),
### Table 1: Evaluated combinations of methods, wealth measures, and specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Wealth measure</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot NW \cdot (IHS) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>categorical</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot NW \cdot (Quintiles) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot NW \cdot (IHS) + \beta_2 \cdot NW \cdot (IHS)^2 + \beta_3 \cdot NW \cdot (IHS)^3 + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>( Y = f(NW(IHS)) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GW</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GW</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>categorical</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (Quintiles) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GW</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) + \beta_2 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^2 + \beta_3 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^3 + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GW</td>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>( Y = f(GW(IHS)) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) + \beta_2 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>categorical</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (Quintiles) + \beta_2 \cdot Debt \cdot (Quintiles) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) + \beta_2 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^2 + \beta_3 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^3 + \beta_4 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS) + \beta_5 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS)^2 + \beta_6 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS)^3 + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>( Y = f(GW(IHS)) + f(Debt(IHS)) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) + \beta_2 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS) + \beta_3 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) \cdot Debt(IHS) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>categorical</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (Quintiles) + \beta_2 \cdot Debt \cdot (Quintiles) + \beta_3 \cdot GW \cdot (Quintiles) \cdot Debt(Quintiles) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) + \beta_2 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^2 + \beta_3 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^3 + \beta_4 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS) + \beta_5 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS)^2 + \beta_6 \cdot Debt \cdot (IHS)^3 + \beta_7 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) \cdot Debt(IHS) + \beta_8 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^2 \cdot Debt(IHS) + \beta_9 \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^3 \cdot Debt(IHS) + \beta_{10} \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) \cdot Debt(IHS)^2 + \beta_{11} \cdot GW \cdot (IHS) \cdot Debt(IHS)^3 + \beta_{12} \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^2 \cdot Debt(IHS)^2 + \beta_{13} \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^3 \cdot Debt(IHS)^2 + \beta_{14} \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^2 \cdot Debt(IHS)^3 + \beta_{15} \cdot GW \cdot (IHS)^3 \cdot Debt(IHS)^3 + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>GW + Debt</td>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>( Y = f(GW(IHS), \ Debt(IHS)) + \epsilon )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** GAM=Generalized additive model; GLM=Generalized linear model, GW=Gross wealth; IHS=Inverse hyperbolic sine; NW=Net worth.
Performance measures: On the one hand, we estimate the MSEs for the sample that has been used to estimate the model (‘In-sample MSE’). On the other hand, we estimate the MSEs for the prediction accuracy in new data using cross-validation (‘Out-of-sample MSE’) (e.g., Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman 2009).

Results of the Simulation

Figure 2 shows the results of the simulation. The colored dots indicate the average MSE over the 500 simulations for the 16 different combinations (on the y-axis). The vertical lines around the colored dots indicate the Monte Carlo 99% confidence intervals. The left panel shows the in-sample MSEs of the combinations, the right panel the out-of-sample MSEs. The green vertical line indicates the ‘target’ MSE of 0.90.

Regarding the measure of wealth, we see that most models capture the systematic variance only for some data generating mechanisms but not for others. Models that use net worth (models 1-4) or gross worth (models 5-8) only capture wealth effects well if the data generating mechanism exactly corresponds to this one-dimensional measure of wealth. For instance, if net worth is the data generating mechanism (red squares), we obtain an MSE of 0.90 when measuring wealth as net worth. In contrast, we miss a lot of the systematic wealth differences for any other data generating mechanism. We only get MSEs of around 0.92 if the data is generated by gross wealth (blue dots) or by an additive combination of gross wealth and debt (green triangles) and an MSE of 0.93-0.95 if the data was generated by the interaction of gross wealth and gross debt (purple diamonds). Models considering gross wealth and debt in an additive manner (models 9-12) capture wealth effects well if the data generating effect is ‘Gross Wealth IHS’. Moreover, these capture more systematic variance if the data generating mechanisms is either ‘Additive (Ranks)’ or ‘Complex Interaction’ compared to the models only considering net worth or only gross wealth. Most of the MSEs for these data generating mechanisms are between 0.905 and 0.92. Even more systematic variance is captured when considering the joint distribution of gross wealth and debt (models 13-16), particularly for the data generating mechanisms ‘Complex Interaction’. Most MSEs for these models are between 0.90-0.91.

Regarding the specification of wealth effects, we see that more complex specification, like cubic specifications and the non-parametric effects of GAM, have lower in-sample MSEs than less complex specifications. Overall, the smallest in-sample MSEs over all data generating mechanisms are obtained when the joint distribution of gross wealth and debts are considered, and when using a cubic specification (model 15) or when using GAM (model 16).

Yet, GAM with the interaction of gross wealth and debt predicts outcomes for new data better than the complex generalized linear models (GLMs), as indicated by the lower cross-validation MSEs (see right part of Figure 2). The complex GLMs which consider the interaction between gross wealth and debt (models 14 and 15) overfit the data, and have much higher out-of-sample MSEs than in-sample MSEs. Their out-of-sample MSEs range between 0.908 and 0.923. The GAM with
Figure 2: MSEs of different combinations of methods, wealth measures, and specifications in the simulation analysis. Note: Add.=Additive (Gross Wealth + Debt); GAM=Generalized additive model; GLM=Generalized linear model, GW=Gross wealth; IHS=Inverse hyperbolic sine; Int.=Interaction (Gross Wealth × Debt); lin=linear, NW=Net worth; QN=Quintile.

the interaction of gross wealth and debt overfits but much less than the complex GLMs. The out-of-sample MSEs of the GAM range from 0.902 to 0.909. Taken together, the GAM with the interaction of gross wealth and debt captures most of the systematic wealth variation for all four data generating mechanisms, giving it an edge over models with more parsimonious measures or wealth specifications. At the same time, the GAM makes a more accurate out-of-sample prediction, giving it an edge over the complex GLMs.

Wealth Gaps in Educational Attainment

The advantage of GAM with transformed gross wealth and gross debt may only apply to the specific data generating mechanisms considered in the simulation study.
It may not apply to the association between wealth and the outcome of interest in observational data. Moreover, differences in the substantial results derived from the different approaches might be too small to be meaningful. Therefore, we next turn to our showcase analysis, in which we re-analyze the study of Pfeffer (2018) on the association between parental wealth and children’s educational attainment in the US.

Figures 3-5 show the predictions of having completed high school (Figure 3), having attended college (Figure 4), and having obtained a BA (Figure 5) based on different combinations of wealth measures and specifications. Household gross wealth is presented on the x-axis and household debt is on the y-axis. The axes are IHS-scaled but show untransformed values of gross wealth and debt for easier interpretation. The colors of the dots indicate the predicted probabilities ranging from children with the worst educational prospects (dark red dots) to children with the best educational prospects (dark green dots). The exact predicted probabilities and their standard errors are available in supplementary materials B; the underlying regression coefficients of the GLMs and smoothing parameters of the GAMs are available in supplementary materials C. To keep results concise, we only compare four different combinations of wealth measures and specifications out of the 16 combinations used in the simulation study. The upper left parts of Figures 3-5 show the results obtained when using net worth quintiles (model 2 in the simulation study). The upper right parts show the predicted probabilities when considering gross wealth quintiles, debt quintiles and their interactions (model 14 in the simulation study). The lower left parts show the predicted probabilities based on a GAM with net worth (model 4 in the simulation). Finally, the lower right parts show the predicted probabilities based on a GAM with the interaction of gross wealth and debt (model 16 in the simulation). Thus, when comparing the left side to the right side of the figures, we see how results change when using the interaction between gross wealth and debt instead of net worth. When comparing the upper and lower parts of the figures, we see how results change when using GAM instead of quintiles of the wealth measures.

For all three outcomes, we see substantial differences in the results depending on how wealth was measured and how wealth effects were specified. Particularly pronounced are the differences in the results when wealth is measured solely in terms of net worth (left side of the figures) compared to when wealth is measured in terms of gross wealth and debt (right side of the figures). Differences depending on how wealth effects are specified are less pronounced.

We start by looking at Figure 3, which shows the predicted probabilities of having graduated from high school at age 25. When using net worth quintiles (upper left part) to evaluate wealth gaps in high school completion, we obtain the common result that children in the lowest net worth quintile (below $1.4k net worth) have the lowest probability of completing high school (see red dots; predicted probability=75.1%; SE=1.5) and children in the highest net worth quintile (above $208.2k net worth) the highest (see green dots; predicted probability=97.1%; SE=0.6). This illustrates our argument that we can only see what our research design allows us to see. The five wealth categories are predefined, and the regression can only show us the difference between these five categories. It does not tell us whether
the composition of gross wealth and debt matters, whether there is heterogeneity regarding the probability to graduate from high school within these categories, and whether these categories represent net worth effects well.

When using GAM instead of quintiles – but sticking to net worth as a measure of wealth (lower left part of Figure 3) – we get rid of the assumption that there is no heterogeneity within net worth quintiles but keep the assumption that there is no heterogeneity for a given level of net worth. Therefore, we see in more nuance how net worth is related to the probability of graduating from high school, but we still have a predefined pattern, where all households with the same net worth have the predicted probability, independently of their composition of gross wealth and debt. All children with the same net worth, for example, all children on the main diagonal with a net worth of zero, have the same predicted probability of 76.5% (see red dots and Table B2; SE=1.3). Compared to the upper left part of Figure 3, we can see now that children in households with very high net worth, for example, $1m, are even more likely to graduate from high school (predicted probability=98.2%, SE=0.7%, see dark green dots) compared to children in households with $300k net worth (predicted probability=96.7%, SE=0.6%, see green dots). At the bottom of the net worth distribution, we see that children with high negative net worth have a higher probability to complete high school (e.g., 85.52% at -$30k net worth) than children in households with zero or negative net worth (76.5% at zero net worth). Yet, overall, the differences between the two net worth specifications are small and substantive conclusions do not change.

Larger differences emerge when splitting up net worth into gross wealth and debt and thereby dropping the assumption that the composition of gross wealth and debt does not matter at a given level of net worth (see right side of Figure 3). Compared to the two illustrations on the left-hand side we now have to revise our picture of the most and the least advantaged children.

This is exemplified in the upper right part of Figure 3, which shows the results obtained when using the interaction of gross wealth and debt instead of net worth – but sticking with the specification of quintile effects. Children in households in the lowest gross wealth quintile and the lowest debt quintile have by far the lowest predicted probability of completing high school (predicted probability: 71.6%, SE=1.8%). Their probability is even substantially lower than for children in the lowest gross wealth quintile but a higher debt quintile. For instance, the predicted probability of high school completion among children in the lowest gross wealth quintile but the second debt quintile is 78.3% (SE=2.9%). Children in the fifth gross wealth quintile and the fourth or fifth debt quintile have the highest predicted probability of completing high school (98.7 and 97.8%). This probability is even higher than for children in households in the same gross wealth quintile but a lower debt quintile.

Yet, when considering the interaction of gross wealth and debt with quintile effects, there remain some problems, namely that some combinations of gross wealth and debts are very sparsely populated (particularly the group of children in households in the lowest gross wealth quintile but the highest debt quintile); the arbitrary threshold between quintile groups; and heterogeneity within quintile groups. We, therefore, turn to the lower right part of Figure 3, where we see the
Figure 3: Predicted probabilities of having graduated from high school at age 25 with different wealth measures and wealth effects specifications. Note: Data of the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics; N=4,341.

results of using GAM with the interaction of gross wealth and debt. Compared to the upper right illustration, we can now see that there is substantial variation even within the group of children in the lowest gross wealth and lowest debt quintile. Children in households with as little as $3k gross wealth and zero debt are more than six percentage points more likely to complete high school than children in households with zero gross wealth and debt. Moreover, the large contrasts between children at the thresholds of the quintile groups that emerge in the upper right illustration are now smoothed.

Similar patterns emerge for college attendance and obtaining a BA. Using net worth quintiles suggests that children with zero or negative net worth have the lowest probability to attend college or to obtain a BA. Splitting up net worth into gross wealth and debt shows that only children with low or zero gross wealth and low or zero debt have the lowest predicted probabilities of college attendance and obtaining a BA (see Figures 4 and 5).

For all three outcomes, we find two substantial differences in the results of the different methods. First, educational attainment is more strongly determined by wealth when considering the joint distribution of gross wealth and debt than when
only considering net worth, as shown by the McFadden Pseudo-$R^2$ of the different models in Table 2. Like the MSE in the simulation study, we evaluate Pseudo-$R^2$ to summarize how much variance can be explained with the different models in Figures 3-5, instead of focusing on specific contrasts. The Pseudo-$R^2$ is up to one-third larger when considering both gross wealth and debt instead of net worth. For instance, the Pseudo-$R^2$ for explaining high school graduation is 8.6 when using net worth quintiles compared to 10.6 when using gross wealth and debt quintiles. In other words, wealth gaps in educational attainment are underestimated when considering net worth only. In contrast, considering wealth in a non-parametric way instead of using quintiles increases the Pseudo-$R^2$ only marginal. For example, using GAM with gross wealth and debt instead of gross wealth and debt quintiles increases the Pseudo-$R^2$ only from 10.6 to 10.9.

The second and even more consequential difference is that we misclassify which children are (most) advantaged and (most) disadvantaged when using net worth. Not children in households with negative or zero net worth have the worst educational prospects but children in households with zero gross wealth and little to zero debt. The educational prospects of children in this group are substantially worse

Figure 4: Predicted probabilities of having attended college at age 25 with different wealth measures and wealth effects specifications. Note: Data of the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics; N=4,341.
than the prospects of the heterogenous group of children in households with low net wealth.

Moreover, researchers are often interested in the wealth gaps when adjusting for other measures of socio-economic status or potential confounders. Wealth gaps in educational attainment shrink drastically when adjusting for other measures.

**Table 2:** McFadden Pseudo-R2 by method and outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Wealth measure</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>High school</th>
<th>Some college</th>
<th>Bachelor’s degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Quintiles</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>11.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GW * Debt</td>
<td>Quintiles</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>14.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>12.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GW * Debt</td>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>15.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: GAM=Generalized additive model; GLM=Generalized linear model, GW=Gross wealth; NW=Net Worth.*
of parental SES and demographics (see supplementary materials D). Regarding high school graduation and college attendance, we find the same pattern as for the unadjusted wealth gaps. For obtaining a bachelor’s degree, only households’ gross wealth but not debt seem to be relevant.

Discussion

Existing research on wealth effects on all kinds of outcomes is restricted by conceptual decisions about how wealth effects may look like. Researchers can only find what their research design allows them to see. By measuring wealth as net worth, researchers make strong assumptions about which combinations of wealth components will result on average in similar outcomes. Likewise, the scope of results they can obtain is restricted.

We proposed to split up net worth into gross wealth and debt and evaluate their joint effect and to use non-parametric GAM instead of parametric specifications. Thereby, we can overcome the problem of the non-linearity of wealth effects and diminish the challenge of selecting the relevant wealth measure(s). In a simulation study, we showed that this approach performs better in discovering systematic wealth differences than approaches using one-dimensional wealth measures and approaches using parsimonious parametric models. GAM overfits less and produce more generalizable results than complex parametric models. By using a two-dimensional wealth measure and allowing for an interaction between these two wealth components, we can adequately identify the least and most disadvantaged groups in terms of the impact of parental wealth on educational outcomes. Our results show that particularly the choice of the “wrong” wealth measure results in a dramatic underestimation of wealth effects, whereas the choice of the functional forms is less influential.

Applying this approach to wealth gaps in educational attainment, we found that we must partly revise our understanding of how wealth shapes children’s educational opportunities. Results based on our approach showed substantial systematic variation in educational attainment among children in households with the same net worth value but different combinations of gross wealth and debt. Most importantly, splitting up net worth into gross wealth and debt showed that children from households with similar and high values of gross wealth and gross debt belong to the most privileged children in terms of educational prospects, whereas previous research assigned them to the least privileged group. At the same time, children with low net wealth are most disadvantaged if they live in households with neither assets nor debt. Children in households with low assets combined with higher amounts of debt – who so far have been identified as belonging to the most disadvantaged group – fare similarly well as children from households with medium amounts of assets. Moreover, we showed that the non-parametric GAM discovers relevant differences in educational prospects, which remain hidden with parametric methods. However, splitting up net worth into gross wealth and debt improved the description of wealth gaps in educational attainment in the US much more than using non-parametric instead of parametric methods. Yet, this does not
imply that the functional form of wealth effects is less important general, as shown in the simulation study.

Splitting up net worth into gross wealth and debt can also deepen our theoretical understanding of the mechanisms underlying the relationship studied. Our analyses on wealth effects on educational outcomes in the US showed that in the middle and the top of the wealth distribution, gross wealth is a better predictor of obtaining a college degree than net worth. As the largest asset and debt components of households in the middle and the top of the wealth distribution are real estate (in the middle, this is mostly owner-occupied housing, at the top, other real estate) and mortgages on them, we repeated our analyses on the surface of gross housing wealth \times mortgages. We found that the value of the house is much more relevant for obtaining a college degree than the remaining mortgage, which is in line with the findings of Boen, Keister, and Aronson (2020) and Wagner et al. (2020). This could mean that children benefit from stable housing conditions and a good neighborhood, independent of how much mortgage debt their parents owe. The low importance of debt for educational attainment might also indicate that another factor causes the observed differences: access to credit. High debt might be an indicator of access to credit, whereas no debt may indicate low creditworthiness. Also, it might indicate two different types of debt underlying these relationships, namely productive or wealth-generating debt (i.e., mostly mortgage debt) as compared to unproductive or consumption debt (e.g., credit card debt; Hiilamo 2020) or to different kinds of indebtedness, such as over- and under-indebtedness (Betti et al. 2007) or secured and unsecured loan. As to the later ones, Zhan and Sheraden (2011) found college completion to be positively affected by secured loan and negatively by unsecured loan. Cai et al. (2021) found secured debt to be related to other dimensions of well-being as unsecured debt. From a conceptual perspective, Hansen and Toft (2021) refer to an undertheorizing of debt in social stratification research in general and the analysis of social classes in particular. If used correctly, household debt can be a motor for intragenerational social mobility. Taking on debt can be a strategy to accumulate wealth, namely if debt generates capital growth or income, or is tax-deductible (i.e., “good debt”). An example of wealth-enhancing debt would be buying a house and taking on a mortgage with a low debt rate. The housing mortgage would allow families to gain tax deductions and better monthly payments than you possibly would via renting. By renting out their house, families could even generate a passive income that might be even higher than their monthly debt repayment. Over time, the mortgage decreases due to monthly repayments instead of paying rent, and net worth increases. However, access to credit and the costs of debt are not equal for all families or individuals. Instead, credit institutes are likely to facilitate debt-based wealth accumulation by the already advantaged groups while providing high-interest consumer credit (i.e., “bad debt”) to the already disadvantaged ones, including minorities and low-income families (Hansen and Toft 2021; Weller 2009). Summing up, although for the already advantaged groups, debt is a strategy to further accumulate their wealth, the disadvantaged groups are either denied access to credit or they only have access to “bad debt”, resulting in a vicious spiral of ever more debt. Credit access and debt costs thus
even constitute additional dimensions of social inequality, reinforcing existing social inequalities.

Although our approach avoids several pitfalls in analyzing wealth effects, it also has some limitations. Most importantly, the choice of the scale parameter in the IHS transformation can affect the results (Aihounon and Hennigsen 2020) even when using GAM. Therefore, researchers still have to check their results’ robustness to the scale parameter choice. The results of our re-analysis of Pfeffer (2018) are robust when using the other recommended scale parameters of 0.00003 and 0.00001 (Pence 2006). Second, there may not only be large heterogeneities between households with the same net worth but also differences between households with similar amounts of gross wealth and gross debt but different wealth portfolios, that is, different types of assets (e.g., homeownership wealth, other real estate, stocks, bonds, business assets) and debt (e.g., mortgage, consumption debt). Our approach can be applied to three or more wealth components. However, the interpretation of these models becomes very difficult when considering more than two components and their interactions.

Based on our findings, what are our suggestions for social stratification scholars studying wealth as an independent variable? First, we recommend analyzing differences in the outcomes on the surface of gross wealth × debt as a default first step whenever researchers consider combining assets and debt to net worth. This can be done by estimating a GLM with the interaction of gross wealth and debt. If the resulting pattern aligns with the net worth assumptions, this analysis justifies using net worth. Otherwise, the resulting pattern may suggest the use of other one-dimensional measures of wealth or suggest jointly modelling assets and debt. Second, if different functional forms yield different results, and if there is no strong theoretical argument for which functional form should be preferred, we recommend researchers consider non-parametric methods like GAM. The results of GAM may justify a certain specification or may help to decide on the location of knots for splines.

Wealth has to be measured with sufficient detail to check how wealth should be measured and if and how specific wealth components should be combined into a single measure. Therefore, we recommend surveys that cover wealth to separately ask at least for assets and debt, instead of only asking for net worth. First, our article supports the claim that net worth is not always the most relevant measure of wealth. Second, to report net worth, individuals have to subtract their debt from their assets, which means they have to look up or calculate these measures anyway.

Analyzing the joint effect of gross wealth and debt may challenge existing results also for other outcome variables affected by wealth such as health, or general well-being. On the downside, our approach is likely to make subsequent analyses more complicated. This comes, however, at the virtue of being more likely to correctly identify advantaged and disadvantaged groups. Only if such groups are identified correctly, policymakers can install targeted measures to efficiently reduce inequalities.
Notes

1 Importantly, we do not solve this problem here, but intentionally devoted ourselves to decompose the wealth measure most frequently used in the literature, namely net worth, into its positive (assets) and negative (debts) components to show what we miss if we assign entities with very different portfolios of assets and debt to the same value of wealth (net worth). To solve this problem, we would have to include every (available) asset component - in our showcase analysis with PSID data, nine - including all possible interaction between these components in our model. Although this is possible, it does not correspond to our central research interest here. Rather, we understand this as an avenue for future research.


3 Composite measures of wealth were imputed in PSID, but not all wealth components. Unlike Pfeffer (2018), we lose these cases with missing values in wealth components because we need full information on the wealth components to separately measure gross wealth and debt.

4 If all relevant confounders of the relationship are included in the model, the difference in the predicted probability of any contrast of values on gross wealth and assets can be interpreted as ‘effect’ of having this combination of gross wealth and debt instead of the other combination.
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